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Abstract
Laih and Kuo proposed two eﬃcient signature schemes based on discrete logarithms
and factorization. However, their schemes require many keys for a signing document. In
this article, we shall propose an improvement of Laih and KuoÕs signature schemes. The
improved scheme will outperform their schemes in the number of keys.
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1. Introduction
On common feature among all digital signature schemes are that the security
is based on a single cryptographic assumption, i.e., discrete logarithms (DL)
[2,3,5,9] or factoring (FAC) a large composite number problem [1,6,8]. Although schemes based on one of the above cryptographic assumptions appear
secure today, they may be exploded in the future.
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Recently, Laih and Kuo [7] presented two new signature schemes which are
based on both DL and FAC. Their schemes are not only secure but also eﬃcient in computational complexity. However, their schemes require many keys
for a signing document. To reduce the number of keys, we shall propose an
improvement of Laih–KuoÕs signature schemes in this article.

2. Review of Laih–Kuo’s schemes
We will review brieﬂy Laih–KuoÕs schemes [7] in the following two subsections.
2.1. Laih–Kuo’s scheme-1
Each user owns 2t þ 1 secret keys and public keys such that t-pair ðui ; ki Þ
satisfying ki u2i  1 mod n, a pair ðu; zÞ satisfying ku2  1 mod n and
z  gk mod p, and t-pair ðsi ; zi Þ satisfying zi  gsi mod p for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t.
To create a signature for a message M, the signer executes the following
steps:
1. Randomly select two numbers r and R such that GCDðr; nÞ ¼ 1 and calculate K  gR mod p, where p is a large prime; g is a primitive element in
GFðpÞ; n is a factor of ðp  1Þ that is the product of two large primes.
2. Calculate hðM; KÞ ¼ d ¼ ðd1 ; d2 ; . . . ; dt Þ, where di 2 f0; 1g and hð Þ denotes
a one-way hash P
function with t-bit length.
0
2
t
3. Compute M 0  i¼1 si di mod n and x  12 ðr þ M þRK
Þ mod n.
r
4. Calculate hðxÞ ¼ Q
e ¼ ðe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; et Þ, where ei 2 f0; 1g.
0
2
5. Compute y  12 u ti¼1 uei i ðr  M þRK
Þ mod n.
r
Then, the signature of M is ðK; x; yÞ. After receiving the signature ðK; x; yÞ,
the veriﬁer calculates hðxÞ ¼ e ¼ ðe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; et Þ and hðM; KÞ ¼ d ¼ ðd1 ; d2 ; . . . ;
dt Þ. The veriﬁer
validates
by checking the following congruent
ei
Qt the signature
2 Qt
2
2
equality: gx zy i¼1 ki  i¼1 zdi i K K mod p.
2.2. Laih–Kuo’s scheme-2
The purpose of this scheme is to reduce the number of keys of the Laih–
KuoÕs scheme-1. Each user owns t þ 1 secret keys and public keys such that
t-pair ðui ; ki Þ satisfying ki u2i  1 mod n and a pair ðu; zÞ satisfying ku2 
1 modn and z  gk mod p for i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; t.
To create a signature for a message M, the signer executes the following
steps:
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1. Select a random number r such that GCDðr; nÞ ¼ 1.
2. Choose two random numbers R1 and R2 such that K1 ¼ gR1 mod p and
h2 ðMÞR1 K12 þR2 K22
Þ mod n.
K2 ¼ gR2 mod p, and calculate x  12 ðr þ
r
3. Calculate hðxÞ ¼ e ¼ ðe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; et Þ, where ei 2 f0; 1g.
Qt
h2 ðMÞR1 K12 þR2 K22
4. Compute y  12 u i¼1 uei i ðr 
Þ mod n.
r
The signer sends the signature ðx; y; K1 ; K2 Þ associated with the message M to
the veriﬁer. After receiving the signature ðx; y; K1 ; K2 Þ, the veriﬁer calculates
hðxÞ ¼ e ¼ ðe1 ; e2 ; . . . ; et Þ and checks the validity through the following equa2

tion: gx zy

2 Qt k ei
i¼1 i

h2 ðMÞK12

 K1

K2

K2 2 mod p.

3. The improved signature scheme
The system parameters of the proposed scheme are the same as those of
Laih–KuoÕs schemes as described previously. In our scheme, each user has only
two pairs of secret key and public key. One of the pairs is (u, z) satisfying
ku2  1 mod n and z  gk mod p and the other pair is ðu1 ; k1 Þ satisfying
k1 u21  1 mod n. The signer executes the following steps:
1. Select a random number r such that GCDðr; nÞ ¼ 1.
2. Randomly select a number R such that K ¼ gR mod p and calculate
2
x  12 ðr þ RKr Þ mod n.
2
hðM;xÞ
3. Calculate y  12 uu1
ðr  RKr Þ mod n.
Then, ðK; x; yÞ is a signature of M signed by the signer.
After receiving the signature ðK; x; yÞ for M, the veriﬁer veriﬁes the validity
of the signature through the following equation:
2

g x zy

2 k hðM;xÞ
1

2

 K K mod p:

ð1Þ

If it holds, the message M is authenticated and the signature ðK; x; yÞ is valid.
Further, like Laih–KuoÕs schemes in [7], the improved scheme can also be
applied to the identiﬁcation environment. The major feature of the identiﬁcation scheme is that the security is based on discrete logarithms and factorization.

4. Security analysis and performance evaluation
The security analysis of our improved scheme is similar to that of Laih–
KuoÕs schemes. Some possible attacks by which an adversary may try to take
down the improved scheme will be analyzed as follows.
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Assume an adversary attempts to obtain the secret key from the public key
of any user. In this attack, the adversary must solve the DL problem [2,3,5,9] to
derive k from public key z. In addition, the adversary needs to solve the FAC a
composite number n [4,6,8] to recover u from ku2  1 mod n. Similarly, the
adversary must solve the FAC of n to obtain u1 from k1 u21  1 mod n.
Assume an adversary attempts to forge a valid signature ðK; x; yÞ for a given
message M. She/he knows no secret key and valid signature of the signer. The
adversary sets two variables to be ﬁxed integers and ﬁnds the solution to the
other variable from Eq. (1). Then the adversary has to randomly select ðK; xÞ or
ðx; yÞ and ﬁnd y or K to satisfy Eq. (1), which is as diﬃcult as solving DL and
FAC simultaneously. In another similar approach, given ðK; yÞ, ﬁnding x to
satisfy Eq. (1) is also as diﬃcult as solving DL, FAC and one-way hash
function, simultaneously.
An adversary may also try collecting l valid signatures ðKj ; xj ; yj Þ on message
Mj signed by signer, j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l. She/he attempts to obtain the secret key u
and u1 from the following equations:
hðM1 ;x1 Þ

¼ R1 K12 mod n;

hðM2 ;x2 Þ

¼ R2 K22 mod n;
..
.

hðMl ;xl Þ

¼ Rl Kl2 mod n:

x21 þ y12 kk1
x22 þ y22 kk1

x2l þ yl2 kk1

In the above l equations, there are (l þ 1) variables, i.e., k and Rj ,
j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; l, which are not known by the adversary. On the other hand, the
adversary ﬁrst solves DL to obtain k and Rj , then she/he still has to face the
problem of FAC to ﬁnd out u and u1 .
Assume an adversary is able to solve the DL problem, she/he can obtain an
integer k from z ¼ gk mod p. In this attack, the adversary tries to forge the
signature for any message. The adversary can reduce Eq. (1) as
hðM;xÞ
x2 þ y 2 kk1
¼ RK 2 mod n. Given R and K, it is diﬃcult to determine x and y
from above equation because of the diﬃculty of breaking FAC problem.
Therefore, the improved scheme can successfully withstand those possible
attacks.
Next, we compare the improved scheme and Laih–KuoÕs schemes in terms
of the number of keys, computational complexity and communication cost. We
denote the following notation to analyze the comparison: sk is the number of
secret keys; pk is the number of public keys; Texp is the time for modular
exponentiation; Tmul is the time for modular multiplication; Tinv is the time for a
modular inverse computation; Tf is the time for performing a one-way hash
function hð Þ; jxj denotes the bit length of x. We ignore the time for performing
modular addition computation. Suppose f ð Þ outputs a t-bit length. The
probability of the bit being 0 or 1 is about 50%.
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Table 1
The comparison among our scheme and Laih–KuoÕs schemes
Laih–KuoÕs scheme-1

Laih–KuoÕs scheme-2

Our scheme

sk: 2t þ 1

sk: t þ 1

sk: 2

pk: 2t þ 1

pk: t þ 1

pk: 2

Computational
complexity

Sign: Texp þ
ðt=2 þ 5ÞTmul þ Tinv þ 2Th
Verify: 3Texp þ
ðt þ 4ÞTmul þ 2Th

Sign: 2Texp þ
ðt=2 þ 9ÞTmul þ Tinv þ 2Th
Verify: 4Texp þ
ðt=2 þ 8ÞTmul þ 2Th

Sign: 2Texp þ
6Tmul þ Tinv þ Th
Verify: 4Texp þ
5Tmul þ Th

Communication
cost

2jnj þ jpj

2jnj þ 2jpj

2jnj þ jpj

The number
of keys

The comparisons of the number of keys, computational complexity and
communication cost between the improved scheme and Laih–KuoÕs schemes
are listed in Table 1. From Table 1, we can see that the number of keys of the
improved scheme is better than Laih–KuoÕs schemes. The computational
complexity of the improved scheme is lower than Laih–KuoÕs scheme-2. As for
the communication cost, the improved scheme performs better than Laih–
KuoÕs scheme-2 and is the same as Laih–KuoÕs scheme-1.
5. Conclusions
In this article, we have proposed an improved digital signature scheme. The
security of our improved scheme is equivalent to those of Laih–KuoÕs schemes
based on discrete logarithms and factorization. Some possible attacks have also
been considered. Furthermore, we have also demonstrated that the number of
keys of the improved scheme is lower compared to Laih–KuoÕs schemes.
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